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RAT)C-TR-76-226

EVALUATION

The central issue addressed in this effort was the feasibility of de-

signing an efficient system for processing a large volume of messAges under

severe time constraints on a minimal equipment configuration.

This effort is of particular value in that it indicates that a cor-

relative approach can be more efficient than clustering algorithms and

standard factor analysis technirues that are unyielding or inapplIcablc when

4,000 to 5,000 word stems are tsed. Second, the RADCOL System clustering

algorithms depended heavily on chance and ctisters were frenuently found to

to be badly formed. Third, the Direct Linkape Algorlthm, as conceived during

the course of this study, offers substantial savitips in memory renuirements.

Finally, significant salings in "set-un" time is possible making this approach

practical for processing messages and providinp an associative retrieval

cavability as well as key-word and Roolean retrievals.

/i//

SAMUEL S. DICARLO
Project Engineer
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SECTION 1

I..

INTRODUCTION

The goal of the initial three-month feasibility study reported here
has been the design and testing of critical components of the Message
Extraction Through Estimated Relevance (METER) System. Descriptions of the
designs and tests are included in this report.

In addition, background materials concerning the goals of the project

are presented, together with a description of associative methods for
document analysis and classification. Finally, a theoretical discussion
introduces questions for which additional research will be required.

1.1. BACKGROUND
Methods for document analysis based on statistical characteristics of

word-distributions have been under study for several years. RADC-sponsored
projects have included the Classification Space Analysis of P. G. Ossorio
reported in RADC-TDR-64-287, October 1964; and studies of the Mathematics
of Information Storage and Retrieval by J. W. Sammon, described in PAR T*R-
69-23, June 1969. The most extensive and significant of these projects has

been implementation of the RADCOL (RADC Automatic Document Classification
On-Line) system, which 4s briefly described and evaluated in RADC-TR-75-
208, August 1975. PAR has also applied the On-Line Pattern Analysis and :
Recognition System (OLPARS) to the classification of Indications and
warnings (I&W) messages in a series of experiments reported in P.ADC-TR-75-

VI 70.

The goal of the METER development is somewhat different from those of
"the earlier projects, in that it aims at the design of a system for the
processing of a large volume of messages within the constraints of current
intelligence analysis. The METER project also contrasts sharply with
earlier work which utilized considerably larger computer equipment operating
tunder less severe time constraints. In addition, it contrasts with academic
developments, which have used much smaller, static data bases.

Associative message analysis serves to expand the capabilities of
traditional retrieval systems, by providing the ability to search for
documents within a subject-matter area, which has been structured statisti-
cally on the basis of word associations within the data. Because associative
analysis differs in concept from traditional information retrieval, it is

described in detail in Section 2 of this report.

1.2. PARAMETERS OF THE PROBLEM

Current intelligence is faced with the problem of responding promptly

-~~ 4 1" ~



and appropriately to an increasing flood of information. In the initial
feasibility studies described here, it was assumed that an average of 5000
messages per day would require processing, with a maximum of 7000 messages
per day. Since the maximum figure would be likely to occur during a crisis,
when message processing would be most urgently needed, it was essential to
plan for adequate processing facilities at the maximum figure, rather than
the average.

A five-day file of messages would be maintained, with storage provided
for a maximum of 35,000 messages. Essential statistics would be recomputed
on a daily basis. Again, it would be ess~ntial to maintain adequate per-
formance at the maximum rate.

In all cases, system design should provide for easy modification of
these parameters to permit more frequent updates, larger message files, and
storage over a longer period.

It was initially decided that the implementation would use a configura-
tion of medium-sized computers, such as the DEC PDP 11/45. It is expected
that final system design will call for two 11/45 or 11/70 computers, of
which one will be used for initial message processing and daily updates,
while the other'will provide interactive processing for five or more analyst
stations. The second processor could be running almost 24 hours a day.

The choice of a medium-sized computer for system implementation has
required a careful study of computational techniques which would permit
extensive statistical processing of the data within a reasonable time. One
of the problems, for example, was the development of an efficient integer
square root algor•'hm. Efficiency was essential, since it might be invoked
as many as 12 thousand times during system startup. The proposed algorithm
is described in Section 4.5 of this report. j

The advantages of a successful medium-sized computer implementation
lie in providing an extremely sophisticated statistical processing technique
on equipment which is widely available at reasonable cost.

)4

Specific design studies completed during the initial feasibility study
include the following:

o Fixed point square root algorithm.

o Improved stemming (de-suffixing) methods.

o Design of statistical filter (to select most useful words
for discriminatir,g between messages) for volatile data bases.

o Comparison of correlation coefficients.

o Implementation of test data bases.

1-2
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o Planned implementation of the algorithm design language, PASCAL.

In addition, a variety of programs for word counts and other statis-
tical information derived from the data bases, tests of computational
methods and timings, service pr-ograms, and other studies have been completed.

1.3. SUMKARY OF THE KEY FEATURES OF THE METER SYSTEM

1.3.1. Message Acceptor: Realcime Initial Processing System and
Message Analyzer: Daily Associative Mes&a'ge Analysis System

The key elements of the METER system which will allow start-up to take
an estimated 8 to 10 hours (instead of the more than 80 hours required for
the original RADCOL system) are as follows: .

o The elimination of the clustering routine.

o The performance of stemming on each message as it comes in.

o The calculation of a partial Dennis measure which allows the
statistical content measure (Dennis measure) of a stem over
the 5-day data base to be computed as a sum of partial measures
for each day.

o The computation of correlation in a piecewise manner. This

allows the correlation of two stems over the five-day data base
to be computed (in most cases) as a sum of partial correlationsfor each day.

These features will be described in more detail in Section 3.

1.3.2. Message Search: Statistical On-Line Message

Extraction System

The unique feature which will allow search times to be reduced to a

few seconds is as follows:

In the original RADCOL system the measure of closeness between a
document and a query was calculated by first expanding the stem-frequency
vector of the query to create a "concept vector" for the query. This
calculation was performed by computing Cq, where C is the concept/content
stem correlation matrix and q is the content stem-frequency vector for the
query, as a column vector. The same calculation was done for each document;
i.e., the document concept vectors Cd were calculated during start-up for
each document, where d is the stem-frequency vector for a document. (This
is another start-up procedure which is avoided in the current design.) The
measure was then computed 1v calculating the inner product (Cq) * (Cd).

", li4 the proposed sr e•. cnmes from noing that since uvt " t

u v fo.? column vectors u,v, we have (Cq)'CCd) q (C C)d.
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Since we treat every content stem as a cluster center, the2 C matrix in
the METER system is a (square) s ~mmetr c iatrix so that CC C In the
proposed system we calculate q C = (C q) at retrieval time and then run
through the document-frequency vectors d performing the inner product
calculation (C q)d. This is a much more efficient way of calculating the
metric because the number of non-zero elements in d is much less than the
number of non-zero elements in Cd. Note also that the storage space required
for storing the d vectors is much less than the space needed to store the
concept vectors Cd, as was required in the RADCOL system.

1.4. PROGRAM PLAN

The overall schedule for the design And implementation of a prototype
message analysis system is as follows:

I. Design Phase (Sept 75 - June 76)

A. Detailed determination of requirements:

1. Files required

2. Tables

3. Display routines

4. Time-sharing requirements (need for re-entrant I
routines, etc.)

5. Mass storage requirements

6. Memory requirements (estimated at 64K words)

7. Additional hardware requirementF

8. Detailed program specifications

B. Data Base Implementation

Obtain, implement, and review required data bases:

1. Secure simulated messages for system tests

2. Convert to machine-readable form

3. Test against coding requirements for available
equipment

4. Obtain statistical data concerning message lengths,
word counts, word frequency distributions, etc.

5. Prepare sample queries and develop desi'gns for

1-4Lt ,-.d



interactive experiments with the system

II. Implementation ?hase (July 76 - Dec 76)

1. Obtain hardware as required

2. Implement and test Acceptor (initial message preprocessor)

a. Header/text split and store routines
I ~b. Stermming and micro-concordance (stems in each
~ I document)

3. Implement Analyzer (statistical analysis and data base
structu.-isig)

a. Statistical filter (Dennis measure) on stems

b. Identify content stems

C. Stem-stem correlations

d. Document vector formation

e. Storage of messag,!s

4. Implement on-line system

5. Develop further experimental designs

III. Experiment Phase (Jan 77 - June 77)

1. Determine most appropriate values for cut-off points for
correlations, length of document vectors, disk storage
parameters, etc. (i.e., tradeoffs for optimum time/accuracy
of retrievals)

2. Determine times required for system startup and update.
Estimate times for analysis/retrieval

3. Reprogram as necessary to improve timings

IV. Redesign Phase (July 77 - Dec 77)

1. Determine weaknesses and inefficient operations in

prototype implementation

2. Redesign program logic as required

V. Production 3ystem Design Phase (Jan 78 -Jun~e 78)

VI. Production System Test Phase (July 78 -Sept 78)
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SECTION 2

BASIC METHODS

Associative message analysis provides an approach to the solution
of several problems involving natural-language documents or messages:

1. Automatic identification of messages dealing with a specific
subject-matter area.

2. Rating or ordering of messages according to their relevance
to an analystts interests.

3. Identification of messages which are similar in content to a
selected message.

4!. Determination of changes or trends in message contents over

time.

5. Classification of messages into categories which are determined
empirically, on the basis of message contents.

Because of its applicability to problems like these, METER is not
referred to here as an "information retrieval" system; its unique
capabilities extend beyond those ordinarily available through a retrieval
system. The METET, system is expected nevertheless to provide all the
capabilities of the "standard" retrieval systems now available.

2.1. KEYWORD SYSTEMS

Traditional retrieval systems will ba termed "Boolean" or "keyword"
systems in this report. This reflects their "all or nothing" character--
either a document belongs to the set of retrieved documents or it does
not. It also reflects the ability., found in most traditional systems,
to use Boolean operators such as AND, OR, and NOT to combine the words
that form the queries.

Associative analysis differs from keyword retrieval in the following
way. Typically, a keyword retrieval system (Figure 2-1) searches for a
particular word in the data base. When an exact match for the keyword
is found in a document, then that document is retrieved. Retrieval
logic is extremely simple.

Most keyword systems permit the user to expand the search in
various ways. Instead of searching for exact matches, the user may be
permitted to search for all words that begin with the same few letters.
In one such system, by entering COMPUT*, the user is able to retrieve
documents containing the words COMPUTER, COMPUTED, COMPUTATION, and so

2-1
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on. Various words can be combined together, using AND, OF, and NOT, to
obtain documents with the required (Boolean) combination of words.
Finally, somi systems permit the automatic use of a thesaurus, which

, t :will expand a search to include synonyms; in addition to documents which
contain the word COMPUTER, these systems may also retrieve documents
containing the words DATA PROCESSING.

Boolean or keyword retrieval systems, li~ke those described above,

dve regarded as standard in the industry.

2.2. ASSOCIATIVE MESSAGE ANALYSIS

t, Associative analysis (Figure 2-2) does not attempt to retrieve
documents which contain particular words. Instead, it searches for
documents on the basis of statistical associations among words. When
two words tend to appear together in the same documents, they are said
to be associated or correlated with one another. If the word COMPUTER
frequently appears with the word DATA, then these words will tend to

* have a high correlation. Later, when the user requests documents containing
the word COMPUTER, the system will assume that documents containing the
word DATA are also wanted. These correlations permit the system to rank
the documents in terms of their potential relevance to a query. Documents
which contain words which are highly correlated to the words in a query
will be retrieved first, followed by documents with words with lower
correlations,

GeArdsasoniativ meornel University is hosed SMarTel (on' Magicalo
GeardSsloi ativermessag anayivesisy baosed lMARgel (Slon' thegwrkao

Automatic Retrieval Technique) system has been extensively tested over
the past ton years. The RADOOL system at RADC is the largest experimental
implementation of Salton's associative analysis methods, and it serves
as a unique tool for the testing of statistical approaches to natural-
language processing.

2.3. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF ASSOCIATIVE METHODS

Associative analysis has several advantages, in comparison with a

keyword retrieval strategy:

o Rather than searching for the appearance of particular
words in a data base, a query defines a general subject area,
selecting the do'cuments which are most relevant to this area
of interest.

o When a document of interest has been located, it is
possible to use this document itself as a query, re-
trieving other documents in the data base which deal with
similar subject matter.

0 Queries may be modified to emphasize areas of major
interest, while retaining other areas of less interest
as part of the query.
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Figure 2-2 Associative Analysis
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o An associative system constructs its own thesaurus,
which is closely related to a data base. The correla-

.• tions which appear in the thesaurus are those which
actually occur in the data. The time-consuming task
of manual thesaurus construction is not necessary.

On the other hand, a major disadvantage of associative analysis systems,
like the RADCOL system, has been the excessive time required for initial data
analysis, and for computation of correlations during interactive use of the

K system. A goal of the research reported here has been to reduce time and
space requirements to acceptable levels, i.e., levels which are comparable to
those of traditional keyword information retrieval systems. Initial feasi-
bility studies indicate that this goal can be achieved.

2.4. RESULTS OF RADCOL STUDY
Ak

PAR has conducted an evaluation of RADC's initial implementation of an
associative system, the RADCOL system, which utilized a 34,000-document
subset of the Central Information Reference Control (CIRC) data base, con-
sisting of abstracts of Science and Technology (S&T) intelligence reports.
The system was later re-implemented with a simulated I&W intelligence data
base, consisting of 1854 brief messages. A complete report of the RADCOL
evaluation project is contained in RADC TR-75-208, August 1975.

In summary, results were as follows:

o Ability to 1,.ý.ate highly relevant documents using unmodified queries,
as originall> prepared by the analyst in natural language, was verylow,..

o When these queries were modified by a system specialist, to remove
unneeded words from the query, results were as follows:

75 per cent -- highly relevant messages among the first i
five messages received

90 per cent -- moderately relevant messages among the
first five messages received

10 per cent -- queries judged inappropriate for this type
of system

0 Further modification of the queries, by increasing or decreasing
the weights of query terms, produced the following results:

95 per cent -- highly relevant messages among the first
five messages retrieved

100 per cent -- moatsately relevant messages among the first
five messages retrieved

It was particularly encouraging to find that retrieval failures

2-5
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* ,ccurred for obvious and correctable reasons--the format of the
messages, or a requirement on the part of the user that demanded other
retrieval techniques. While a great deal of work remains to be done
to improve system performance, these results clearly indicated the
effectiveness of associative analysis.

Areas for possible improvement of system performance have also
* been recommended. In general, these are technical recommendations

for reducing the time required for initial data processing and for reducing
the computation needed to produce query-document correlations. PAR's studies
have shown that it will be possible to reduce timings substantially.

In the initial versions of the RADOOL system (as delivered by another
contractor to RADO), because of programming errors, analyses often required
as much as two hours. Reports of this performance led to overestimates of
retrieval times for associative systems. When errors were located and
removed, timing was greatly improved. For initial search of an inverted
list, which locates documents associated with the query, th( 'lystem is as
fast as any other system now available. Reports on the number of documents
associated with a query are returned within five seconds. The correlation ~
process, which is not perforined by standard information retrieval systems, is
time-consuming in the present implementation. In the time-sharing HIS 635

computer implementation, these correlations require from 30 to 90 seconds.

While these times are not unacceptable, it is likely that they can beI
improved in several ways, as summarized in Section 1.3.

In evaluating startup and update times, it is important to recall that
associati"ve methods eliminate much of the manual processing that has tradi- *
tionally been required for the implementation of information systems. Data
entry is in free-text form, without special preparation. Word lists and a
thesaurus are generated automatically by the system, rather than by humanj
coders. This automatic pre-processing greatly reduces overall startup time,
by eliminating the most time-consuming part of keyword system implementation.

It is likely, therefove, that total system startup time for an asso-
ciative analysis system may actually be less than the total startup time for
a keyword retrieval system, which requires manual pre-preparation of the
data.

With the successful demonstration of the feasibility of associative
message processing techniques, it becomes possible to proceed with the design
of an operational system for statistical message analysis. The capacity for
locating documents which are relevant to a given subject area, rather than
a simple search for keywords, represents a major extension of natural language
processing capabilities.

2.5. DATA BASE PREPARATION

Data base preparation, in the present RADOOL implementation, is fully
automatic. Statistical methods are used to select the vocabulary for re-
trieval, to perform correlations among the selected words, and to form the

2-6



clusters or concepts which are used for actual retrievals. Several steps are

required to prepare a given data base.

1. Word stems are derived by removing suffixes and other
word endings.

2. A concordance or index of the locations of each of these
word stems is prepared. The concordance lists the
documents in which each stem appears, together with the

4 ;number of appearances.

3. Stems are next ranked according to their potential value
in discriminating among documents. This statistical Lilter
eliminates stems which are not likely to be useful for retrieval.

4. The remaining stems, which form the retrieval vocabulary, are
correlated to determine which stems tend to occur together.

5. In the current version of the RADCOL system, concepts or cluster
centers are located, Each cluster of stems forms a concept, and
these concepts constitute the basis for correlations between
documents. Because of the time required for cluster formation, the
poor quality of clusters formed with currently available methods on
very large data bases, and the lack of a clear rationale for the
use of clusters, this step is being eliminated. (A full discussionof cluster elimination is included in Section 3.7).

Documents in the data base are located and ranked according to the
correlations between the words which they contain and the words which occur
in the query. Such correlations act as a measure of similarity between the
document and the query. With a variety of techniques, the user may obtain
precisely those documents which lie within a designated subject area in the
data base.

2.6. SYSTEM OPERATIONS

Specific system operations may be described in more detail as follows:

1, The initial RADCOL stemming algorithm was implemented on an
empirical basis, by listing all words in the data base alpha-
betically by their endings--reversing the words, then sorting, and
reversing again--and preparing-a iist of endings which were presentin the CIRC data base. It was found that this list could be

applied to the I&W data base. Additional stemming algorithms are
being implemented and tested as part of the METER feasibility
study, as described in Section 3.4.

producing the word identifications that are required for the
2, Preparation of a concordance is a straightforward procedure,

statistical studies which follow.

2-71
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3. The stat-istical filter is one of the most interesting and criticalIoperations of the system. The purpose of this process is to choose
those word stems which are most effective in disc-piminating among
the documents of the system. For example, we might expect that the
word COMPUTER or the stem COMPUT would appear frequently in doc-
uments that deal with computation, buit would not appeav at all in
most of the other documents in the data base. COMPUT would then be
a good discriminator, since it would help to define a limited
subset of the documents. On the other hand, some of the function
words, like THE, AND) OF, and so on, might be expected to appear

K ~randoml~y throughout the data base. For this reason, they would not
be regarded as good discriminators, since they would not serve to 1 9
define any particular subset of the set of documents. In addition,I> words which appear only once or twice throughout the data base
should be eliminated, since they do not represent any of the major
subject classifications of the data. Many of the "words" which
appear only once in the CIRC data base were found to be nothing
more than typographical errors. In the I&W data base, latitude and
longitude readings, times, azimuth readings, and other highly
specific data which could riot be effectively used for retrieval
were eliminated through the use of the statistical. filter. The
statistical filter is discussed further in Sections 3.5 and 4.2.

4. documents. If they appear in exactly the same documents exactly

the ameproportionate number of times (i.e., in proportion to the
lenthof hedocuments), their correlation will be 1.0. If they

never appear in the same documents, their correlation is zero.
(Alternative correlation measures are described in Sections 4.3 and
4.4). The vast majority of the pairs of stems in both data bases
had correlations of zero, and a large proportion of correlations
among the remaining stemns tended to be very low. In fact, it is
possible that the enormous numbers of very low correlations carried
by the system were partially responsible 'or disappointing re-
trieval times with the CIRC data base. More than 90 per cent of
computation time was spent with c~orrelations which were less than
0.1, and which had no effect upon retrievals. By eliminating these
low-level correlations, system performance can be greatly improved
without loss of effectiveness. i

5. The delivered version of the RADCOL system included a clustering
routine, which has been eliminated from current system designs. It
is described here for the sake of completeness.

The matrix of stem-to-stem correlations was the principal input to
the clustering routines, which locate clusters or groups of stems 'k
which tend to occur together in the documents. The one-pass
clustering routine, which PAR developed in re-implementing the
RADCOL~ system, represented an approach to clustering which was
feasible for a very large correlation matrix. It was not a clus-
tering routine in the traditional sense, however, Instead of
locating disjoint clusters, it located cluster centers, which ar~e
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sterna which tend to correlate highly with a particular group of
stems. Each individual stem may be correlated with as many as four
cluster centers, and may therefore be a member of more than one
cluster; in a traditional clustering routine, each element belongs
to only one cluster.

Although the clustering process was found to be unnecessary for
retrieval functions, it did have a secondary benefit for the user
of an information system, since it indicated the major areas of
interest, or "concepts," that were present in the data. Words were
gathered into clusters on the baLiS of the number' of times they
appeared together in the same dobuments. Each cluster represented
a common area of interest or "concept" in the data base. By
examining the clusters, the analyst could determine the types of
subject-matter that were present in the data. Current M4ETER system

designs eliminate the clustering routines for reasons indicated in
Section 3.7. Documents are retrieved when they contain word stemsI
which are highly correlated with the word stems in the query;
concepts or cluster centers are not used.

6. Following the correlation process, each document is represented by9
11F, a list of the content stems (i.e., the word stems in the document

which have passed the statistical filter described in step 3),

weighted according to the number of times each word appears. These '
lists are called the Document Stem Vectors. In addition, there is
a correlation matrix, showing correlations among all the content
stems in the data basf. which exceed a given threshold (currently

0.d3 ntequr)r.hn tmeuin h tmin rcdr

7. I normal operation, a query is first entered in~to the system.

described at step 1. Word stems which are not contained in the
system are reported back to the user. The content stems--i.e., the
word-stems which are contained in the system--are matched against
the correlation matrix, and all stems having a significant corre-
lation with the stems in the query are added to forni, the Query Stem

Vector.

All documents which contain word stems which appear in the query
vector are located, and correlations are formed between the query
vector and the document vectors. The highest correlations are
retained and returned to the user. The document with the highest
correlation is listed first, then the second-highest, and so on.

Study of the RADGOL system, using an I&W data base, indicated that
the correlations resembled human judgments of relevance to the
extent that the most relevant documents are usually included among
the documents with the highest correlation rankings.

8. Query mudification. Salton's work has shown that the most valuable
tool for improvement of associative analysis, which has given it an
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advantage over keyword information retrieval, is the ability
"to modify the query concept vector to indicate precisely which
concepts are desired. Two oQ the most useful methods, relevance
feedback and direct concept vector modification, were not
properly implemented for the RADCOL system as it was delivered
to us, and it was therefore impossible to replicate Salton's
results. However, S.t was possible to simulate these methods
to some extent by adding and deleting words from the query,
and by conducting document-document searches. Whenever the
user finds a document which is relevant to his needs, he can
use this document itself as a query to search out other similar
documents from the data base. Query modification greatly
improved retrieval quality, as noted in Section 2.4.

2.7. LIMITATIONS

The strengths of associative message analysis systems have been
indicated; it is also important to be aware of potential shortcomings of
the epproach.

1. PAR'1 initial study of the RADCOL system indicated that clustering
techniques were far from optimal. Since the present implementa-
tion, as modified to operate in a sin,-le pass, is very fast,
and since the clusters which it forms are acceptable, the
system could be continued in its present form. It was nevertheless
found to be desirable to determine whether clustering could be
eliminated without degrading system performance. Current work
with PADCOL includes plans for elimlnating the clustering
procedure, and METER will operate without clustering.

2. A second capacity which would be valuable in the METER system
would be the ability to search for specific terms in the data
base. Since the system prepares a complete co. cordance,
listing all stems that are found in the data, ':'ogethir with a
reference to the documents in which these aro: "rý found, it
will be interesting to explore the possibil. f makirg this
list available to the on-line retrieval system, :, permit ffe
retrieval of documents containing specific words. :-JCn an
ability could be illustrated by locating documents cone n
the terms MIG-19 or FARMER, which were eliminated from t..
RADCOL I&W implementation by the statistical filter. EariLep,
in the initial indexing of all word stems in the data base,
MIG and FARMER had been indexed, but they were discarded wh.f,
their statistical characteristics indicated that they would
not be as useful as other words for retrieval. If the initiul
index could have been saved and searched, then it would
permit retrieval of the required documents.

Since the logic required for keyboard or Boolean retrievals is
extremely simple, it would be possible to add Boolean retrievals
(in which specific words or word stems are linked by AND, OR,
and NOT) as an alternative to associative retrievals. This
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would permit a search for documents pertaining to specific
terminology. Further suggestions for system expansion appear

in Section 3.10.

t ~3. Because associative retrieval is intended for free-text searches,
no attempt has been made to use the formatted data which
appear in the I&W and CIRC data bases. Both data bases include
a great deal of header iziformatiork which would be valuable for
certain types cf searches, and a fu.-.. implementation will make
use of some of this information. 1

Such a capability would depend heavily on the specific formats
contained in the data bases, but'would normally include searches
by author, title, date, and source. Geographical information
is a valuable type of data included in the I&W implementation,
and key words, intended for retrieval, are included in the

* CIRO headers.

Tfhe usefulness of this option would be greatly increased if
the user could specify dates or times with BETWEEN, GAREATER
THAN, LESS THAN, LATEST, or EARLIEST operators. For example,I
it should be possible to restrict retrieval to documents with
dates between two limits. This would represent an extension
of RADCOL's present ability to exclude documents with specified
accession numbers.

4. Although the time required for system startup has been substantial-ly reduced, there is still room for improvement in system
update time. A major goal of the present design effort will
be the development of algorithms for effective daily updates
of the system.

For this purpose, redesign of the statistical filter, development
of more effective methods for forming stem-stem correlations,

elimination of the clustering routines, and many additionaldesign modifications will make daily uipdates possible. In
addition, outputs from daily update routines will be of interest
in themselves, since they will show changes in the thesaurus
that occur through time. These changes would assist in detectingJ
newly developing trends and patterns in the particular data
base under consideration.
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SECTION 3

RESULTS OF THE INITIAL FEASIBILITY STUDIES

In this section, current experimentation is described, on the basis of
which system feasibility has been determined. A variety of different ex-
periments have been performed, but the primary goal of this work has been to
establish the software requii'ed for further testing of experimental algo-

•',: rithms.

Figures 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3 present an overview of the principal components

of the proposed METER system.

3.1. CURRENT DATA BASE IMPLEMENTATIONS

The following data bases have been implemented and are available for
"testing:

1. I&W Message Data Base. A set of 1854 brief messages simulating I&W
messages received during a fictitious crisis in the Middle East and
during a fictitious Sino-Soviet border dispute, together with a
substantial number of "noise" messages.

2, Vietnam News Reports,.1960-62. A collection of 1206 newspaper
articles concentrating on the developing situation in the Far East.

Programs for initial analysis of these data bases have produced word
frequency counts, counts and averages for word lengths, and other statistical
information. Although statistical information will be essential for later
tests and algorithm designs, it is not immediately relevant to the purposes
of this report, and details are omitted here.

3.2. QUERIES FOR SYSTEM TESTING

A collection of queries was prepared, based on the Vietnam data bcuse, to
p rovide a set of tests for the METER system. The set of queries was intended
to suggest the range of facilities which might reasonably be expected in the
system. Since correct responses are knovn for all the queries, they will
also serve to test system performance,

The following queries were prepared:

1. What was the role of helicopters in Vietnam during this period?

2. How effective was the strategic hamlets program?

3. How were dogs used in Vietnam?

4. What rifles were used by U.S., Vietnamese, and Vietcong troops?
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5. Were electronic aids described? How were radar
and radio used?

6. What was the role played by Buddhist suicides during
this period?

7. Summarize as many as possible of the accidents,
errors, and other non-combat-related injuries and
deaths.

8. Trace the role of U.S. and Soviet technicians in
the conflict.

9. Perform document-document searches on a selected
set of articles.

10. Mrs. N~hu forbade dancing in Vietnam. How successful
was her directive?

11. Agronomists were among the U.S. technicians. Trace
their role, as well as that of other experts, technicians,
and advi.sors.

12. How likely was it that the U.S. would introduce atomic/
nuclear weapons? What was the role of uranium?

13. Engineering and technical aid is described in detail in
two of the documents. Can these be retrieved?

14. What articles describe canal building?

15. There are several stories ca terrorist bombings.
Is it possible to determine how much effect terrorism
had on the outcome of the conflict?

16. Was the U-2 reconnaissance plane used in Vietnam?

17. Describe the role of tanks in the conflict.

18. Locate background stories on the technology used

for bridge building.

19. Were herbicides used for defoliation during this period?

20. Describe the role of chemical warfare in Vietnam.

The preceding queries will be used in later tests of system performance,
They are included here to indicate the ran~ge of analyses which may be ex-
pected from an associative message system.
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3.3. THE ALGORITHM DESIGN LANGUAGE, PASCAL

PASCAL is a block-structured algorithmic programming language based on
ALGOL 60. Its major departures from ALGOL are a simplification of syntax for
more efficient implementation and the addition of structured data types.
Otherwise it resembles ALGUL closely and can be quickly learned by anyone
familiar with ALGOL or PL/I. Like ALGOL, PASCAL allows a clean representa-
tion of algorithms and is easier to read than FORTRAN. It is compact enough
to fit on machines as small as the PDP 8/E.

The development of the METER system will require writing a large number
of programs dealing with non-numerical string data and with linked lists and
trees. The currently available programming languages on the PDP 11/45,
FORTRAN and MACRO-II, are both undesirable for this purpose.

FORTRAN has the disadvantage of having no provisions for structured data
other than arrays. Operations such as string manipulation can be performed,
but only in a clumsy way requiring programs that are longer and more complex
than necessary. Furthermore, FORTRAN does not lend itself to top-down system
design and implementation.

MACRO-1l assembly language provides a way of handling structured data,
but tends to be laborious and error-prone. Programming can be facilitated
through the use of macros, but the extent to which this is necessary for
obtaining readable code almost amounts to the definition of a new programming
language.

A higher-level language like PASCAL will meet these deficiencies. It
will introduce standardization, make programming more concise, and enhance

readability,

PASCAL is the first programming language designed from the start for I
structured programming. Its use should reduce development time and increase
reliability. Since its application will be in the development of experi-
mental systems, the planned implementation will include special instrumen-
tation for measuring the efficiency of algorithms on the PDP 11/45.

It should be emphasized that PASCAL is not intended for use in pro-
duction of the final product to be delivered as the prototype METER system;
it will be used during the preliminary stages of the project for experi-
mentation with many competing design strategies.

During the initial feasibility studies, a compiler for PASCAL was
obtained, appropriate documentation was reviewed, and experimental programs
in PASCAL were written. The compiler itself is written in PASCAL, and thus
may easily be modified. Current plans call for a version of the compiler to
generate PDP 11/45 assembly language as output, so as to make programs .
portable to non-PASCAL facilities.
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•!• 3.4. STEMMING "

SThe RADCOL stemming algorithm is based largely on a compilation of
suffixes occuring within the CIRC data base, a bibliographic data base
derived from S&T abstracts. Such an approach appears to be satisfactory when
dealing with a static collection of documents, but it is unclear whether it
will be adequate for the highly dynamic I&W environment, in which it is not
known in advance what suffixes will occur..

An examination of the RADCOL algorithm as applied to the collection of
"simulated I&W messages indicated that:

o Only about 10% of the words actually had
suffixes removed.

o Most of the suffixes removed fell into a small subset
i, of all the possible suffixes.

o Where a suffix was removed, the algorithm was likely
to overstem.

Because of these shortcomings, it seemed desirable to investigate
alternative stemming algorithms to determine how much performance was affect-
ed.

The following experimental alternatives have been studied:

o No stemming. This escablishes a benchmark for the
effectiveness of stemming algorithms in the I&W
'environment, as simulated by available data bases.

o Inflectional suffixes only. A few inflectional suffixes

like S, ED, and ING appear to account for the majority
of suffix occurrences in the simulated i&W data base.
To deal with such suffixes, a highly sophisticated
stemmer has been designed and is under test. This
contrasts with the RADCOL approach, in which a simple
stemmer works with many different suffixes.

o A two-stage stemmer. It is possible to split
stemming up into stages, e.g., by having an inflectional
stemmer precede a more general stemmer. This is somewhat
similar to the approach used by the RADCOL algorithm,
which devotes a single pass to cutting off final S's;
the inflectional stemmer simply extends this idea to
other suffixes.

The stemming problem can be stated as follows:

The process of stemming involvrs the removal of prefixes and suffixes
from a word in order to reduce it into a root form for the purpose of
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AA
matching. For example, we might stem GIVEN and PASSING so that we can
compare them against GIVE and PASS. The actual choice of prefixes and
suffixes to be removed usually depends on the particular application. An
algorithm which was satisfactory for an S&T data base might not be satis-
factory for an I&W message analysis system, both because of differences in
vocabulary and because of the different purposes for which these data bases
are intended.

Two opposite types of hazard must be overcome by a stermming algorithm:
over-stemming and under-stemming.

0 Over-stemming occurs when two unrelated words are reduced to the
same stem. For example, if APPLVIES and APPLES were both reduced to
APPL, then these two words would be confused, and the amount of
noise in the system would increase.

0 Under-stemming occurs when two related words are reduced to differ-
ent stems. For e~cample, if COMPUTERS and COMPUTING were retained
by the system as distinct words, there would be no way of telling
that they referred to closely related concepts. In addition, the
vocabulary of the system would be needlessly increased.

In traditional terminology, over-stemming results in less precision
(since unwanted words will be included in a retrieval), and under-stemming[ results in lowered recall (since wanted words will not be included).

The experimental stemming algorithm, in its current implementation, .
deals with inflectional suffixes, such as S, ED, and ING, since these are the
most common suffixes, and since they contain syntac~tic information for
possible use in language analysis. The inclusion of other inflectional
suffixes like EN, ER, and EST and certain morphological suffixes like LY, I
FUL, MENT, and TION is being evaluated to determine whether the additional
computation required is justified by a corresponding improvement in pre-

cision.

3.5. STATISTICAL FILTER COMPUTATION

When the collection of stems in the messages is reduced to a compu-
tationally feasible size, we need to make sure that we choose the stems which
work best for retrieval. Our present basis for comparison is a measure of
term importance developed by Sally Dennis, and hence called the Dennis
Measure.

Other measures are being considered as alternatives, but this one is our
first choice because it offers a potentially better response than the others.
The Dennis Measure has been used inl the RADCOL system.

We list the notation required for this section.
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N is the number of documents,

Ft is the number of occurences of term t in the entire collection,

f is the number of occurrences of term t in document d,
t,d

Sd is the number of terms in document d (each term is

counted as often as it occurs),

gtd f t,d /S d is the "amount of document d" allocated to

term t,

We consider, for each term t, the distribution over the documents of the

g's. We need to know the mean and variance

of this distribution.

mean -t F 1
N d

variance Vt N (gt,d - gt)
N

The Dennis measure C is defined by the following formulas:ti
2

et = t t/V t

Ct = F/t = Ft t/g ,

*1
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In order to compute the Dennis measure for our system, we

need to have the equations in a different form. For convenience of notation,

let

Ht g
t t~d
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Suppose we have a volatile message data base, i.e., one that is changing

"eath day. We describe a procedure for computing the Dennis Measure for such

a data base.

* Assume that we are processing m days of messages.

"Let F be the number of occurrences ofterm t, i days ago (here 0< i<
ti

m, where i=O denotes the new messages to be added), G be the sum of g

for the documents d that were received in that day. H the sum (over the

same range) of g and N1 the number of messages received that day. Then

old new
t rFt + Ft 2  + ... FrF F to +Fj2 + ... F+

. m m

Cold Fold Ni EH
t =ii EH1

t t i~l i~l1 '

nm G 2

We may therefore compute new values as follows:

new oldFt Ft + F - Ftm,

Nnew old

Gnew - old + G
t t tO tm,
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Hnew old . -Han4 tHtne H tl H Ht0 H tm' and

new F new new

new 2 .

There will be no division by zero if we remove all terms with F0new 0

from consideration, since any term with Get 0 has every gt,d zero for

all messages in the last m days, so that every ftd is also zero.

This process requires storing the values F G and Ht~ for 0 < i <
t'i, t'i

m for each term, and also N1 for 0 < i < m.

As a result of this study, we now have an efficient method for computing

the Dennis measure for each day's messages, without requiring extensive

recomputation. The develop.nent of this algorithm represents a significant

achievement of the initial feasibility studies.

3.6. CORRELATION STUDIES

The correlation used by many earlier associative processing systems,

such as the RADCOL system, represented the cosine of the angle between two

vectors in a conceptual hypeispace, and thus was not a correlation in the

statistical sense, It actually represented an estimate of the probability

that two stems would occur in the same document, and thus it took on values

only in the range from zero to one, rather than values from -1 to +1.
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The cosine correlation behaves much like statistical correlation, but
the deviation between the two increases with the decreasing probability of
the stems being correlated.j

Experiments are under way to determine the effect of various types of
correlation measures upon analysis efficiency, and to determine whether the
correlation measure interacts with the statistical filter described in
Section 3.5.

These experiments are discussed in detail in Sections 14.2 and 4.3.

3.7. AN APPROACH TO CLUSTERING

Initial implementations of the RADCOL system required the formation of'
"clusters" or "concepts" among the words contained in the data base. Al-I
though the motivation for this procedure was not clearly state~d, It appears
to have served such purposes as the following:

0 In some sense, it was thought that clusters would represent "con-
cepts" or areas of interest in the data. For example, it was
hypothesized that COMPUTER would appear frequently with DIGITAL,
but rarely with HELICOPTER.

Clusters or groups of words might be located, consisting of all
those words which tended to appear more frequently with other words
in the cluster than with words outside the cluster. COMPUTER,
DIGITAL, DATA, etc., would appear in one cluster; in another,
HELICOPTER, AIRCRAFT, ROTATING, WING, etc., would appear. Each of
these groups of words would rerresent a "concept" or subject area.

If it was therefore possible to locate a limited number of concepts
in the data base, then documents could be indexed according to the
set of concepts which they contained. This automatic index would
give the location of specific concipts in the documents comprising
the data base.

o A study of the clusters in the data base could be of interest to an
analyst, since it would show specific concept areas which appeared
there. For the current intelligence analyst, such information
would be particularly important, because it could be used to detect
developing concept areas. For example, the appearance of a cluster
of words such as ARMS, ARMAMENT, and ANGOLA might provide an early
warning of potential trouble.

0 Another reason for including the clustering algorithm would have
been t' 'e desire to reduce storage requirements for document analysis.
If a document were found to contain ten conce'1bts, for example, then
only ten numbers would have to be stored; and only these ten con-
cepts would be needed to form correlations with queries or with
other documents. In addition, only a limited number of concepts
would be stored, with a resulting saving in memory requirements.
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Experimentation with the RADCOL system indicated that clustering, as
implemented there, was not sufficiently advantageous to outweigh its serious
shortcomings. Specifically:

o Effective clustering algorithms require extensive manipulation of
the data, which becomes infeasible when the number of data itvtnc6 to
be clustered is large. Typically, srome 4,000 to 5,000 word stems
are used.

Similarly, standard factor analysis techniques are inapplicable to4
data bases of this size, even on the dubious assumption that the.
data meet the statistical requirements for factor analysis.

The clustering algoritI m provided with the RADOOL system depended
heavily on chance for the designation of cluster centers. As a 1
result, while the algorithm could be executed within a reasonable
time, the clusters were frequently found to be badly formed.

o Empirical investigation of the clusters formed by the RADCOL system
did not provide information of interest. There was little that
could be determined about the character of the messages in the 16W
data base from an inspection of the clusters.

o Although the quality of searches performed by the RADOOL system was
very good, there is no indication that this quality might not be
maintained with an unclustered approach, which was given the name
"Direct Linkage Algorithm."

o A study of storage requirements indicated that the clustering
procedure used by the RADCOL system did not provide a substantial
saving in memory requirements, as compared with the proposed Direct4
Linkage Algorithm.

For the preceding reasons, it was felt desirable to investigate a method
of by-passing the clustering routines, through the Direct Linkage Algorithm.
It seemed likely that this approach would provide all the advantages that
could have been claimed for a clustering algorithm, without the shortcomings
noted above.

In particular, it was felt that outputs could be designed in such a way
as to permit the investigation of high correlations in the data, on a daily
basis, which would give the analyst~ information about the changing patterns
of events in the day's messages, without the need for cluster formation.

In the discussion which follows, it should be noted that "stems" refers
to content stems, i.e., words from which the suffixes have been removed and
which have been statistically selected for their ability to discriminate
among the documents in the data base. 4

A "document stem vector" is simply a list, for each message, of the
stems contained in it, together with a count of the number of times each stem
appears$
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A "query stem vector" is a similar list of the content stems contained
* ~In the 4uery. When document-document searching is to be performed, then the

* ~ npropriate document stem vector is used as a query stem vector.

Finally, the stem-stem correlation matrix is required. This is esti-
mated at approximately 5000 x 5000 in size, with 99.9 per cent of the cells
empty, when a threshold of 0.2 is used to eliminate small correlations.

* Searches proceed in the following way. The Query Stem Vector is formed.
This is then expanded by multiplying each stem by a weight corresponding to

* the number of times that it appears in the message, divided by the length of
the message. For each stem in the message, all stems with a correlation
greater than a given threshold are located in the stemn-stem correlation
matrix. Each correlation is multiplied by the appropriate weight, to obtain
the Expanded Query Vector.

Finally, each Expanded Query Vector is correlated with each Document
Stem Vector to obtain a correlation coefficient for the relationship between
the query and the imessage.

A computationally effective method for performing the above procedure
represents one of the major research goals of the initial feasibility study 0.-

for the METER system. This goal has been achieved.

3.8. SECOND ORDER CORRELATIONS

The preceding description of the correlation process gives what we will
call "1first order correlations." Each word in the query is expanded to

include all words with which it is correlated, This process can be illus-
trated as follows. Suppose that the query contains the word COLOR:

/~BLUE

COLORRD

~GREEN

YELLOW

The system will search for messages containing the stems BLUE, RED,
GREEN, and YELLOW, since the word COLOR has a non-zero correlation with
these, It will also search for mess~ges r'ontaining the word COLOR, since
each stem has a correlation of 1.0 with itself.
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However, when only first-order correlations are used, the American
spelling COLOR is not likely to correlate with the British spelling COLOUR.
Thus, the word COLOR in a query is not likely to retrieve any messages
containing the word COLOUR.

More generally, in short messages, synonymous words are not likely to be
correlated, since the message-writer will use only one word with a given
meaning, not both.

To retrieve synonyms, therefore, another approach is required. Second
order correlations are used in the following way:

BLUE

XRED

COLOR GREEN -COLOUR

___ýýYELLOW

It is probable that both COLOR and COLOUR are highly correlated with such
words as BLUE, RED, GREEN, and YELLOW. When COLOR is entered as a query
word, we search for messages containing such stems as BLUE, RED, GREEN and
YELLOW. But we also search for the stems with which these are correlated,
such as COLOUR.

The procedure described here is quite general. It is expected that
secondi-order correlation will be successful in locating pairs of synonymous
stems, since synonyms are likely to occur in the same contexts.

It should be noted that the use of second order correlations will pro-
vide all retrievals which could be obtained through the use of clustering
procedures, since the intermediate links in the chain of correlations are
used in exactly the same way that the cluster centers or concepts are used in
the early versions of the RADCOL system. Essentially, all stems are used as
cluster centers.

At this point, experimentation has not proceeded far enough to determine
tie effectiveness of the second order ztetrievals. Empirical data will be
required to find out whether second order correlations tend to converge on
valuable synonyms, or whether they tend to diverge, without adding any words
that will be useful for retrieval.

A further discussion of mathematical methods is included in Section 4.2.
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SECTION4

THEORETICAL DISCUSSIONS

The discussions contained in this section include several positionI
papers, which were prepared by members of the project team.*

The following topics are discussed:

0 Representation of Meaning

o Probabilistic Methods

0 A Linguistic Interpretation of Interword Correlations
in Text

0 Useof the Correlation Measures

0 Analysis of a Square Root Algorithm

0 Query Formation

0 Optional Additions to the Basic System

4.1. REPRESENTATION OF MEANING

We want to represent the meaning of a document in terms of easily
isolated features. The requizem'tnt of ease of isolation is introduced
to keep programs from becoming 1;rohibitively long (in space or in time):
the reason for using a computer in the first place is that the data
bases ar'e getting out of hand.

At present, the features chosen for a document or query are the
content steins (i.e, the word stems which have passed the statistical

filter), together with their frequencies. Moreover, the choice of
content stems is made only on the basis of the raw stems and their
frequencies. One problem with using stems as the only features can be

Illustrated as follows: consider messages containing the detailed
description of two photographs of unrelated object3. The words used to
describe the photographic images will be similar (words describing such
features as color, size, and so on), edven though the objects are unrelated.
The two photograph descriptions wo,"ld then erroneously be highly correlated.
We therefore need a method for determining something of the content of a
document, independent of the words used.

Another difficulty in using only these features is one of absolute
performance (i.e., not of speed, but of accuracy). The information
retrieval programs currently in existence seem to retrieve irrelevant
documents quite often (poor precision) and miss relevant documents as

wel (por ecal). There is within iach program a window through which
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the documents of the data base must pass in order to be retrieved. Most
of the programs can adjust the location of the window either in the
direction of retrieving more of the relevant documents (higher recall),
or in the direction of retrieving fewer of the irrelevant documents
(higher precision).

We will try to do both by noting that all information rietrieval
programs begin by throwing away most of the information in eal.h document.
If we compare the performance of a program with the performance of a
person who can only read the list of content stems of a document and
their frequencies, then the discrepancy might not be as large as it is
when the person can read the entire document.

Only a few experiments have been performed which tried to examine
other possible features, and none with large data bases. An example of
such a feature would be to take pairs of stems. This kind of feature,
i.e., a phrase or context feature, has the advantage of being relatively
easy to recognize. It also illustrates an unfortunate property of these
features: there are usually too many of them. For example, if there
are 6000 stems in the data base (a small number, as compared with ouir
problem), there are almost 18 million stem-pairs.

In order to determine which features of a document are most helpful
for this problem, we need to consider the different levels of information
that occur in a message, e.g, designation of objects at the lowest
level, description at a middle level, and communication of purpose at
the highest level. Ideally, there should be comparisons of performance
made*at each level in order to determine the significance of information
at that level.

One way to effect this comparison is to have two people at a terminal,
looking at the simplified documents, and deciding which are relevant to
the question. Then whenever there is disagreement on the relevar~ce of a
document, the persc'n with more information should describe what extra Ai
information he used to make his decision.

One approach to the problem of extracting a maximum amount of
information from the documents is to parse the sentences in them, using
any of the natural language processors presently available. We are
developing several such processors in PAR's Language Laboratory (a
version of LINGOL is being implemented on the PDP 11/145 at PAR officesI
in Rome, and other language analysis and design tools are being developed.)

A major difficulty with the naive algorithms for syntactic processing
of documents by pars ing is that each word nieeds to be in a dictionary i
in order to guarantee proper parsing (and even then there is no such
guarantecl, the processors need parts of speech or definitions or some 9

classification of words. It is possible to make fairly accurate determinations
of parts of speech from morphological content and syntactic position as A"
establi~shed by the occurrence of function words; but this fails for
terse or highly formatted messages.
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A solution to this problem may lie in the following simnple observation:
We do not need to find out what the meaning of a sentence (or a message)
is in conventional terms. W~e only need to be able to compare meanings
as being similar or not. Nobody seems to know how to do this yet.

A more difficult problem is to try to consider the incoming messages
as descriptions of external events and to relate each m~essage to a

y collection of background information in order to determine its significance.
For this purpose, we need some-kind of vepresentation of useful background
information, as well as a comprehensive compilation of such Information.
Among other things, the Information available woull have to describe the
basic structure of the I&W environment. This also seems to be difficult.

A minimum feasible level is the statistical level, where a message
is abstracted I.nto a vector consisting of its term-frequency values.
This approach will be described in Section 4.2, since it comprises what
is computatio~nally feasible for this problem at this time. Even
though most of the information in each message is-ignored, this level
has bAeen found to be sufficient for fair message extraction from small
data bases, as Salton's studies have shown, and from one large data
base, in the RADCOL development. More study of the theoretical aspects
of message analysis is warranted. As the theoretical problems are
solved, they will be examinrA. for computational feasibility.

*A problem with the low statistical level of analysis is that no
account is taken of the interrelations between the terms. Somewhat more
information can be extracted by considering the document vectors to be
in a space of meanings. Each term then corresponds to a directed axis
in the space. Synonyms and antonyms should correspond to lines which
are nearly parallel. For synonyms, the axes will point in the same
direction (we will say in this case that the axes are parallel). For
antonyms, the axes will point in nearly the opposite direction (in this
case, the axes are anti-parallel).

Any relative measure of synonymity can be used. One way would beI
to get the measure externally, i.e., have a numerical thesaurus available.
The drawback with this procedure is that obtaining all of the terms that 1

* might occur in the messages requires time, and keeping them requires
storage space, Furthermore, the sen'se of a term such as "plant" varies
with its context of use.

Another possibility is the automatic computation of syr~onymy, usingI

the available data bases. Two words which have similar meanings will

tend to occur in the same contexts, and two words which have independent
meanings will tend to have dissimilar contexts. A problem then arises (

in trying to determi~ne a computationally useful definition of the context
of a term. In the minimum information case, the best we can do is to
use the entire document containing a term as the cont~.xt of the term.
If more detailed processing is performed, the context may be localized
to the appropriate sentence, or even phrase segment.
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A more extreme view results in the definition of the meaning ot a
term to be the collection of all of its possible contexts. The meaning
of the individual terms can be built up from a document collection as
before, at the cost (again) of enormous quantities of storage space.

Aý: For fairly small data bases, however, this approach is quite reasonable
(see Lewis, et al., JACM 14 (1967) for a primitive investigati•on of this
argument).

Another difficulty with this definition of meaning (also pointed
out by Lewis, et al.) is that antonyms will also tend to occur in the
same contexts. For example, with a purely statistical characterization
of context, one cannot distinguish different distributions of negation
in a text, and so one can systematically rbplace a term "x" with "not
y," where y is the antonym of x. There does not seem to be an easy way
around this problem without some external information being supplied to
the programs.

This problem may not be so serious. It seems that the use of a
term in a message, and the use of its antonym, will be along the same
semantic dimension (e.g., size, color, or brightness). In this light,
the inability to distinguish between synonyms and antonyms may only
reflect our inability to disc:.iminate among meanings beyond broad semantic
categories. A possible solution to this problem would be to have a
table of antonyms specifically for the semantic dimensions relevant to a
particular application.

4.2. PROBABILISTIC METHODS

Since it has been shown in the evaluation of the RADCOL system that
probabilistic or statistical methods can give reasonable results, there
remains the problem of deciding what kind of statistics to use. There
is no theoretical basis for preference of one method over another, since
there is as yet no good theoretical description of the meaning of language
elements. We must therefore proceed empirically, with perhaps some
intuitive arguments for "why this should work" (an example of this kind
of argument is given at the end of this section).

We will concentrate on the calculations that depend only on the
term occurrences ftd' or on quantities derived from these numbers.

!!

There are still two areas of experimentation. We need to find a A
measure m(t,u) of how synonymous two terms t and u are (this phrase
should be interpreted properly for, terms that may not be stemmed words,
if any are used as features). We also need to decide how these measures
should affect the relevance of one message to another. This latter
question will be deferred to the next section.

For example, we can consider each term as a random variable, and
each document as a sample value. Then a measure of similarity between
terms t and u can be given by a normalized correlation, Ctu as defined
below.
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We recall ~thar*the number of documents is denoted by N, the numrber

of occu~rrences of ter'm t is Ft, the number of occurences of term t in.

6,' 4'

document d is ft~d

If we denote t~e mean and variance of the random variable t by m~

k* 'and Wrespectively, then the equations we use are derived next.

m. E~t) ~ f IaN Ft/N,

mh E(u) ýfu I/N FuIN, ,

2 2 f 2N F2)N2
W tE(t )-E(t) d 2~ N

2 2 2 2 2
WE~u) E~u) f udN- F U)IN ,and

tu (f~ t ud U d u

It may be more reasonable to use the values g instead off

where we recall that by definition gt ~ ~ Saad Sd is th

2 numer (cuntig mulipliity) of terms in document d, i.e., S

Another major candidate for our term-term measure is the normalized 
inner

product, which we describe below for the case in which the 
numbers f

are used. We denote the length of the "vector" for term t by~it, and

the standard deviation of the random sample given by the documents 
by

4/ "

a.We also denote the normalized frequency values by nt dl
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2

N t,d

nt, N C td

tdtid t t'

Then the correlation is

(4
C E n und)IN,

tu d d

and the normalized inner product is td.

tu t~ ~ 'U

We can compare these values for certain kinds of terms as follows:

N C a (f - m (f i
at uC d t,cl t u, d u

E f f - f mn - f m + E in i

'Idt,d u,d td t~u du,d t d tuI

=P -Fm - F in + Ninmi
t'utu t u u t t u':
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p.

since

Ft =Nmt and F =Nm.

Also,

2 t ( -rn) tft,d " 2  Tft,dmt ÷ ms 2

d d d d

'2 2t 2Ftmt + Nmt

t! t " '

t -2t/N.

2 2
If a term t is infrequent, then Ft/N will be relatively small, so Ft I

will be near zero. Then we see that a is aboutt/ IIN . Furthermore, if

term u is not too frequent (the words with very high frequency will tend

to be stop words, i.e., useless words such as "the", "and", etc.), then

FtFuIN' will also be near zero, so that we get at CuCtu is nea t,:uPtu/N

and then Ctu is near Ptu

The choice of which of these two measures to use is complicated by

two considerations. The first is that the normalized inner product is a

little easier to compute. The second is that the correlation makes more

sense linguistically (see the argument at the end of this section). The

final choice must therefore await experiments with real data.
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If we use the g's instead of the f's, then we can make a comparison

between C and P under an assumption on the Dennis measure, (See Section 3.5.).

We recall that

•. t d gt,d an t d Zdt,d
d' d',,

"and we have used Vt for the variance and gt for the mean. Then

'4

NVtVu Ctu wHH / N)V C-PHu Pu G Gu/N,

F. (V 1u /2 (H~/N2)1/2 (Gu/2).,

t, Ctu t P tu - " ,

2 2Now Ct FtVtN /G is the Dennis measure, so we are most interested inisl
tthis analysis when C. i large, say thait

C > X N for some X >1 (See Section 3.5.) Equivalently,
t

FVN> 2F VtN > X Gt ,or "

> XG~o
gtV t > (Gt/N) 2  

A

If the term t does not occur too frequently, then gt will not be much

more than 1, and will possibly be much less. Since each gtd is between 0

and 1 (in fact, almost always much less), we have Vt much less than 1.
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2Finally, we note that these assumptions imply that (Gt/N) is much
t

less than 1, so that Vt is ne.-oH N and similarly, V1~ will be near

Hu/N, so that C is near P
u tu tu

This argument seems to indicate that for important terms (as determined

by the Dennis measure), these two measures of closeness of meaning will

give the same results. It must be emphasized, however, that due to the

large number of assumptions we have made, a final choice must wait for

experimental verification.

We mighc be able to get some theoretical results here by a detailed

A 'j examination of some real data. In particular, under the present arrangement,

we will be using several thousand content terms, and the precise choice

"of this number will determine the parameter X It is expected to be

more than 1 (a term t which occurs in exactly one document with frequency

b has a Dennis measure Ct. b(N-l), and variance Vt =b 2 (N-l)/N2  ).

A different measure of similarity has been called the Tanimoto measure:

T (~( /~2 +- tqut
tu t u tu t u -

Ptu/(S -P where

s =, /i + ' > 2 (recall that since we are only making these
t u t

computations for terms that do occur, we have $0, ; 0). As

the normalized inner product P varies from 0 to 1, the Tanimoto measure
tu V
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T tu Varies from 0 to a number less than or equal to 1 (and equality can

only occur when.j. 4

Another kind of measure of closeness of terms t and u can be

computed as the excess of the actual number of documents in which t and u

both occur over the expected number of such documents assuming random

distribution (so that the number will be zAro if the two terms occur

independently). In order to normalize this value to a probability, we

may divide by the total number of documents.

If we write ht 1 if term t occurs in document d, and h

if term t does not occur in document d, then the numbers above are derived

as follows: here only, we let H be the number of documents in which t occurs,

so '
HEht d t,d'

and the nui.,ber of documents in which both t and u occur is

Ed

so the probability mentioned above is

Xt ( h H HH/N)/N
dut,d u,d t u

2
h hth IN -(H H/IN

Z td u,d t u
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S' so this measure is to the binary document vectors (the h's) as the correlation

Ctu is to the weighted document vectors, whereas the measure corresponding

to the product P is the frequency of co-occurrence

tu

d'

One-last measmmxe will be mentioned, since it also involves binary vectors.

It is vaguely like the Tanimoto measure, but not as closely related to

earlier measures as the previous binary measures are. It has been used

by (Maron & Kuhns JACM7 p. 216 (1960)).

For a binary vector e, write e for the complementary vector (each

coordinate complemented). Then write e'f for the usual dot product of

vectors. Write h for the vector whose components are h Then this

last measure is

Mtu (ht • hu)(it u .h)

t u t u t u . hu

where some simplitication may be gained by noting that

(ht • hu) + (ht

(ht. h1) + (h "h) H
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• ~ Tr
'(F ' .Fu) + (ht ) = N-Ht,

u (tt u t UHt

•4.

which identities follow from considering binary vectors as sets of documents.

The value of this measure is always between -1 and 1 (these values occur

when the terms in the numerator have one bide or the other 0; both sides

"cannot be 0).

4.3. A LINGUISTIC INTERPRETATION OF INTERWORD CORRELATIONS IN TEXT

The statistical correlation of content words in a collection of

"documents is theoretically significant from a linguistic standpoint

because it provides a quantitative characterization of the contexts in

which words occur. Such information is important since the semantics of

a particular i rd are completely defined by an enumeration of its contexts

of occurrence. Correlations between words thus capture something of

their structurally determined meanings and so would be useful in text

processing applications where one is concerned with determining the

content of texts.

The problem is in the choice of correlation measure. Since different

measures can have different linguistic relevance, one must be careful to

select thc right one for a particular application, As an illustration, -A

4I t is useful to compare a standard product-moment correlation versus a

normalized dot product correlation on -he ability to make semantic ".

S4-12
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distinctions in an associative message processing system.

The normalized dot product correlation is defined as follows

P t f f

F where t and u are the words being correlated and d is an index variable

for documents. In this computation, each word W is treated as vector in

N-dimensional document space having components fw,d equal to the frequency

t! of occurrences for word w in document d. The correl.ation is simply the

scalar product of the vectors for t and u with normalization by dividing

by the lengths of the two vectors,jt andi Since each fwd counts
t u~

occurrences, the values of the f are non-negative and P is monoton-
w,d t,u

ically increasing with d.

The product moment correlation is on the other hand

C n ntu N Z t,d u,dd

where t, u, and d are as before and where N is the total number of

documents and the nwd are the frequenci.es of occurrence for word w in

document d normalized to a zero mean and a unit standard deviation,

This is the more familiar correlation measure, taking 'alues between -1

4 'and +1 here,
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The two measures are computed in a similar way; the key difference

is that one allows negative values of correlation while the other does

not. This is significant, because of how these correlations will actually

be used. Consider the following two hypothetical documents

(d) ... large...unusual...leafy...plant...productive...machinerv
F8

(dt) ... large... unusual ..... aufacturing... plant... productive...machinery

Suppose that we not wish to retrieve documents about "unusual agricultural

crops." Since a relevant document such as d may not actually contain

"agriculture" or "crop," one typically expands a query by also looking

i.r documents containing words correlated with the words in the query.

For en•ample, this might include "productive" and "plant," thus allowing

a match with d. The only trouble is that this also retrieves d', an

irrelevant document.

We can improve the discrimination of our query with negative correlations.

If we know that "agriculture" is negatively correlated with "manufacturing,"

then we can downgrade the relevance of d' with respect to our original

query. Note that this is not possible with only non-negative correlation

values; the lowest possible correlation is zero, which would have only

the effect of ignoring the occurrence of "manufacturirg" in d'.

Although the two correlation measures described here are both

statistically valid, it makes a difference in text processing which one

we use. The product moment correlation seems to be more linguistically

precise, and since it does not require much more computation, it would

seem to be bjtter choice here.
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4.4. USING THE MEASURES

In this section, we sappose that we have computed a closeness

measure m(t,u) for each pair of content terms. For notational convenience,

we will denote the corresponding matrix by R (though we may use C, P, T

for f's, g's, h's, or X, K, or M). These measures will always give

values between -1 and 1, and often between 0 and 1 (for P, T and K: the

others can have negative values).

There are several ways to use the relation matrix R. We will

restrict ourselves to those uses which have some intuitive justification,

There are linguistic reasons for choosing a particular geometrical

interpretation of R, and several kinds of distances to use for each

geometry,

We call the entry Rtu for terms t and u the first-order relation

between t and u, (R2 )tu, the (T,u) entry of the matrix RR, the second-

norder relation, and in general (Rn) the nth-order relation.
tu

For each of our measures of relation, a high first-order value

indicates frequent co-occurrence, and a low value indicates disjoint

occurrence (the two terms never occur together). Thus two terms which

have a large first-order relation are often in each other's context. It

follows that a large second-order relation indicates a qimilarity of

meaning, since the words tend to have the same context (the terms occurring

often in 'ie context of term t match the terms occurring often in the
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context of term u). Therefore, if we want to consider a measure of

similarity of meaning, we should use R2 .

We point out that the term "similarity of meaning" can be interpreted
"as synonymy only for those measures of relation which can take on negative

"values. Then two synonyms give values near 1 and two antonyms give

values near -1. For those measures which a'ie never negative, we have

values near 1 for synonyms as well as for antonyms (antonyms will also

"tend to occur in the same contexts). 4

We note that the t row of the matrix R measures the context of term

t, rc that a comparison of similarity of context can be obtained by

using any of the similarity measures from before on two rows of R. Then

we should replace R by a new matrix whose t,u entry is the similarity

between the vectors given by row t of R and row u of R.

Let us now turn to a definite interpretation of our remarks, and

give suitable definitions. Information space is a vector space V of

dimension M >, N, where N is the number of terms, with each term corresponding

to an independent axis. A document is given by a vector in the information

spacp.

We consider V as a real vector space (with the usual inner product),

and implement our intuitive idea of the closeness of concepts by insisting

that the axes corresponding to two given terms have an angle given by

the relation between the two -terms (it is in fact the cosine of the

4j-16
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angle). Two terms that occur in the same documents will tend to be

••4Y highly related and hence will have a small angle, i.e., the corresponding

axes will be nearly parallel.

Our quantitative measure of what the vector for a given 
document

2

means is adjusted by this arrangement of angle 
between term axes . Two

terms whose axes are nearly parallel say similar things about the documents

they occur in. Similarly, two terms whose axes are nearly anti-parallel

(we will use the term anti-parallel to indicate axes whose angle is near

"i.e., the cosine is near -1) say nearly opposite things about the documents

they occur in.

Let T.be the set of content stems. Let B ,=( e / u.ET )be anl

orthonormal basis in V (something like the independent directions of

meaning in the information space), and write each term using the basis

B,

t a ateu
t^'I U

us T

"where the coefficients a relate terms to distinctions in meanings (cf.

componential semantics) (these values are not known now). By definition,

t'u Ru, so we have
tul

R ( a e) ( a e) a a ,so that
tu tvev u v tvauv

veT vCT vET

t
R AA.
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Therefore, the matrix R can only be interpreted in this way when it

can be written in the form above,. It is clear that R must be a real

symmetric matrix. Also, by result 4.12.2 (p. 69 Marcus & Mino - A

survey of matrix theory and matrix inequalities, PWS (1964)), R must be

positive semidefinite.

Now if d is a document vector with weighted terms, we can write

d dtt$
; t

and for a query vector,

q q t t.
t

Then we compute d.q as follows:

(•dtt) . (iqu) =d• dtqut.U d dtquRtu dRt q,
t u tu tu

where d and q are considered ap row vectors.

Similarly, the length dll d.d dRdt and the length iql2 q.q qRqt

In order for the length to be nonzero for nonzero vectors, we must have R

positive definite.

We write d = d/ld I for dýO, d=0 for d=o.
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Y;.
"Now d.q =-1 when d and q are parallel, and d.q-O when d and q are

perpendicular (unrelated), so we should retrieve the documents that have

large values of this normalized inner product.

Another possibility is to take the length Id-ql 2 , but we get the

same information:

2l s 2d~ Ajq 2(-~
Id: + 2(1-~d q .

A different normalization can be based on the Fisher discriminant, by

taking our measure to be

qId Id- +q 2 d.g 1- 2d q
12 12 1d2 q22 2Id +jq d +jq d I '+IqjI

which has value 0 when d=q and its maximum value 1 when d.q:O (for ,

relations R with non-negative entries), or a little more than 1 when d

and q are anti-parallel.

Since R is real symmetric, all the eigenvalues of R are real (by

4.7.18 p, 64 Marcus & Mine), and there is a real orthogonal matrix V

such that VRVt = D, for a real diagonal matrix D (orthogonal means

VVt=VtV=I). Since rank A rank AAt always, by the Frobenius rank

inequality (2.17.2 p. 27 in Marcus & Mine), we have rank D rank R

rank A, so R its nonsingular if and only if the terms have linearly

, i ~ independent meanings (the terms linearly independent and statistically:



Ole; independent have no relation to each other). If we have insisted that R

be positive definite, then this requirement is automatic.

The rcws of V are a set of orthonormal eigenvectors of R, where row

i is che eigenvector for the eigenvalue D11, i.e., a basis.

'4.5. ANALYSIS OF A SQUARE-ROOT ALGORITHM....
a 

4
.4

The algorithm used by almost every floating-point square root

subroutine is an implementation of the Newton-Raphson method. As is

well-known this algorithm proceeds by iteration from a fiLst guess which

may be chosen in a number of ways. If the-number for which we want the square

root is A, and the first guess is x then the iteration formula is:

(xi + A/xi)/2,

for i=O,l..., until some standard of accuracy is met.

Consider first the theoretical case, where all computations can

be made exact. Let A> 0, and let x be any positive number. We analyze

2
the error in each element xi. Suppose S =A, and define Ei=xi-S for each

i(so Ei is the error at step i). Then

2 2
i+l Xi+l-S = Xj + A)/x1 - s

. <xi 2 -2Sxi + A)/xi
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X, I (1 2 2
-... ((xi-S) - S + A)/x.

E 2/x.

• / £!!'i2 E i /2 .t

2
- E1 /2x1.

We note two facts about the error E . The first is that it is always

positive for ia 1. (E° may be negative, but the rest are positive). The
>1* second is that for A> ,each x for i i is greater than (this fact follows

from the first one), so that E < Ej. In other wor'ds. if one has k bits of

accuracy at step I (i.e., log2 (E•)< -k), than at step i+l, one has 2k bits

of accuracy (i.e., log2 (Ei+l)< -2k). It is this latter fact that makes

the algorithm converge so quickly,

Our application requires a version of this algorithm using fixed-

point arithmetic. It is a characteristic of the application that our

results need not beperfectly accurate: if the square root is one or

two off, it wontt greatly matter. Furthermore, the main use of the

algorithm will be for large numbers. We will describe and analyze an

algorithm which makes an error of at most one, and none at all for large

numbers.

The algorithm we use has three phases: we first check to see if

the number is greater than 256. If so, we take an initial guess of b

(see the equations to follow) and perform one iteration of a Newton-

1Aphaon loop. If not, then we check to see if the number is at least
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16. If so, we take an initial guess of 1) and perform one Newton-Raphson

iteration. If the number is less than 16, we simply look up the answer

in a table.

The three tables have size 128 words, 16 words and 16 bytes, and

the entire program is less than 180 words.

2k 2k+1 2k 2k+1
Let A be between 2 and 2 (i.e., 2 < A< 2 ).For our

application, we have the cases k=4,/e=7, and also k=2,./ =4. Write

2k 2k
A=2 .q+r, with 0:ý r< 2 ,and look up the rounded square root b of

2k -

2 q (a table of size 2 ).Thus

2 _ 2k2
b-_b+l < 2 q < b'+ b+l1

b-b < A < b2 + b + r< b + b 2 k < (b2  b) (1 1/q)

Our initial guess is x =b.

2 2k 2
We have b +b > 2 q > b-_b

(2b) 2k+2
4b +4b > 2 q > 4b 4b

(b12>, 22kq > (2b-1)2

2b+1. > 2 k+l vj 2b-1

b+l > 2k rq +/2 >b

We now need an estimate for the error of this initial guess. For this

purpose, we recall that for x2 < 1,
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:~ + - -~ -~ - 1.3--
21 2. 2 + - 3 1.3.5 4

(2. x) 2. 2 .4v 2.4.246.

so that /1+2./b < 1+2 and

b "1+1/b < b + 1/2.

Also, /1-1/b 12.-274b .3
2. 2 2.4.5.7

+b +-2 3+

1b 12b . 2.8 2. 10

= 1 - 1 - 22 (1 + i(-~))
fb 16b b

so

b' 1r-1/b > b- 1/2 - 1 +b/(b1l)/16b

- b -1/2 -3(2 + 1/(b-2.))/16b

> b -1/2 16b since bL2 b-1 2

Thus

1

b -1/2 -3/1.6b< V(K < (b+1/2) (1+1/q)
2
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(btl/2) (14 1/2q)

V3

16b E0  2~ 4q+bI

-~ < E < 1/2 + 2~16 o4q

Now: k> 2 gives b+l > 22  + .5 > 4.5, so b >3.5 and b >4.

We want E < 1.

2
Since E1  E /2b, we can check that E < 1 for negative values of E easily,

since then E < 9/16. It follows that

0

E<81/2048

Ther'efore, the only problem that occurs will be at the other side, i.e., for

positive values of E.

2 I
Since E /2b< 1 jff

E0  < 2b iff
V0

E < /"2band b> 3, it suffices for k=2 to show

that E < /8-, and for k >4, we have
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bJUl > 2 rjT 1/2 >16.5 so8

b > 15.5, s0

I'b > 16.

It suffices for2ý 4 to show that E<V32. In general, for a given
L k

k> 1, we have b> 2 so that it suffices to show that

< k+).

0

We nowtha E < 1/2 + 2kvb+l) k2q.

sfficesd toa check thsmalvaus

E < 1/2+ (2 kV(S+ 1/2q,/o

0 < wit + 2 1)/2 2q. 7)2

sforik2es , to heskte salvalues.ar
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171

5+8=13 with 2 9/2 > 2 4=16
1

5+32=37 with 212 > (2025)2 45
13/1

5+128=133 with 21/ (8192)2 4 100, so that for our case,

the error is within the prescribed bounds for q>4.

Finally, for 1.ýq3 we check the earlier equation.

b> 2 q 1/2

E (q + 2k V'q-i)2 q

'Iand we want e0</2

kk q q numerator bound i2b

2 14 4 6 3 2.828

V1225.656 6 8.656 2.164 6.928

2 3 6.928 7 10.928 1.821 > 3

4 1 16 6 18 9 < 6

4 2 22.626 23 25.626 6.406 6.782

14 3 27.712 28 31.712 5.285 > 6

So the only remaining difficulty is with q~1, where our initial guess

(namely b) is not close enough to guarantee an error of less than one. The

relevant arguments are (for k=2) numbers from 16 to 31, where we guess 4

and (for R=4) numbers from 256 to 511, where we guess 16.
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b.7

The easiest way to fix this problem is to change the initial guesses

in these cases. If we choose to guess 5 for numbers between 1b and 31, then

A.the initial error E is at most 1, so the error E1 is less than 1.

Since numbers between 256 and 511 have square roots ranging from 16

p.almost up to 23 =f2 an initial guess of 19 gives an error E of lessI

than 4. Then the error E is less than 1.

We point out here that the above error analysis is not applicable

directly, because the calculations in the Newton-Raphson iteration are

also done in fixed point. It turns out that the proper analysis isn't

quita so easy, and also that the results are better: with no change in

the initial guess, we get the correct answer (error no more than 1),

though not necessarily the closest answer (this would require an error

of less than 1/2).

It is to be noted that since the error E 1 is always positive, and

since fixed point calculations are all truncated (instead of rounded),

we could expect to get the truncated square root almost always. A more

detailed analysis of thi algorithm will support this proposition.

4.6. QUERY FORMAT.ION

Initial system designs include generation of a single query vector

for each user request. There is no reason, however, that a system

cannot generate several query vectors, which could be used consecutively.
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After completing a search with the first query vector, documents with
correlations below some minimuln threshold could be eliminated, and
succeeding query vectors could be applied to get successively smaller
sets of documents.

The thresholds and the order in which to take multiple query
vectors will have to be determined by experiment because of the lack of
previous work in this area. It may be that the extra precision gained "
by multiple query vectors is insufficient to justify the added overhead
of maintaining lists of documeniti.

The following experiments are planned:

o Multiple query vectors. This will consist of observing the
effect of splitting a query vector into varying numbers of new
query vectors. Final document-query correlations will be the
product of the correlations between the document and nach of
the multiple queries, with correlations below some threshold

* being set to zero.

o Recognizing dependency. Syntactic dependency relations such
as subject-verb and adjective-noun are not recognized by
traditional associative analysis systems (such as SMART) in
constructing query vectors. It is possible to approximate the
effect of syntactic dependency by splitting a query vector
into levels, where dependent stems occur at levels below the
stems on which they depend. This in general will require a
query in the form of a tree, but advantages may be gained from
splitting a query simply into a dominant and, a dependent query

* vector. Experiments for- testing this approach are under way.

4,7. OPTIONAL ADDITIONS TO THE BASIC SYSTEM

In addition to areas of experimentation discussed under the preceding
headi 'ngs, other experiments will consider fairly direct additions to the
I&W system, independent of its basic structure. These will include:

0 Immediate keyword retrieval of documents on their raw stems
(without statistical processing). This will bypasi the start-
UP process in order to pick up messages as soon a-, they arrive.,
and thus will add near-real-time facilities to t~e system. It
also may earmark certain messages for additionaI analysis.

0 Background processing. This option would allow a user to
specify queries to be run immediately after startup, without
requiring the user to enter them each day, or even to be A
present at a console. It also would provide input for the
oelectioii of content stems in startup.

o User background information. This option would involve the
system monitoring the content of the user's queries to determine
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.7, - who

his special interests. Such information would be added automatically
to subsequent queries, providing an !;automatic context." This
would also be used to help select content stefts.

0 Topicalization. Extra weight could be assigned ýo stems at

pre-designated syntactic positions within a message. This may
give a more accurate picture of what a text is about than the
usual way of counting.

0 Complemented or negated features. As an extra convenience, a
user ought to be able to say in his query what he does not

•I want.

o User-specified weightings. It should be possible to specify
the wei.ghtings to be given to each word in a query through
some easy and obvious convention.

o Query language keywords. This option would allow a user to
"include command information within a query. Such an approach
would permit a sophisticated user to avoid lengthy question-
and-answer sessions with an interactive system by proceeding
directly to required system actions.

o Headers. There should be a separate component for matching
messages against their headers without applying associative
techniques.

0 Alternative measures. The present statistical filter is not
necessarily the best way of deciding whether a stem should be
a content stem. It should be possible to develop a hybrid
approach with various stop-word lists (i.e., lists of words to
be excluded from the thesaurus) and various alternative weighting
schemes.

All the preceding experiments will be carried out by implementing
several mini-versions of the system in 'the high-level language PASCAL.

A The choice of language here is for the purpose of easing programming and
, instrumentation and does not reflect a commitment to the PASCAL language

for implementation of the actual prototype system.

V,.2
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MISSION
4 Of

Rome Air Developrment Center

R.ADC plans and conducts research, exploratory and advanced
developwnt programs in command, control, and communications
(C0) act....ities, and in the c0 areas of' Information sciences
and Intelligence. The principal technical mission areas
are communications, electromagnetic guidance and control,
surveillance of ground and aerospace objects, intelligence
data collection and handling, information system technology,
Ionospheric propagation, solid state sciences, microwave
phyaics and electronic reliability, maintainability and
compatibility. r
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